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Chapter 1 : An Unexpected Ally - Chapter 2 - TinyButFierce - Marvel Cinematic Universe [Archive of Our O
Read Chapter 2 from the story Unexpected Pregnancy by meetag (Meeta Gawas) with 1, reads. sandhir, randhir,
sanyukta. Sanyukta woke up to find herself in.

The night was dark and stormy, the rain coming down in heavy sheets. Lightning flashed, thunder cracked,
and the trees swayed in the fierce wind. Inside a house near the edge of Duckburg lived a young woman duck
named Della and her triplet six-year-old sons, Huey, Dewey, and Louie. Della seemed to be unaware of the
storm that raged outside. That was because she was passed out on the sofa, drunk. Three empty bottles of wine
rested on the floor next to her. Yes, Della was a mother of three and an alcoholic. She was also addicted to
heroin, pills, and tobacco. She did one or two of them a day, not caring if the boys witnessed it or not. The
boys quietly slipped past their sleeping mother as they headed toward the kitchen. They had to be careful not
to wake her. One wrong move and their mother would get angry. No, this anger would leave the boys on the
floor, crying and bruised. Just this afternoon, Della had beaten them because they interrupted her from
watching TV. That was before she got drunk and passed out. The boys finally made it to the kitchen. Dishes
were piled up in the sink, heroin needles covered the table, and hundreds of bottles of wine were on the
counter, some empty and some half drunken. They were too high for the six-year-olds to reach. Dewey
grabbed a chair that was next to the window. Since he was too small to lift it, he slid it across the floor and
over to the sink. Huey and Louie exchanged looks. Then they began to help their brother. The six-year-olds
were unaware that Della was waking up. She got up from the sofa and staggered toward the kitchen. The boys
had just finished pouring out another bottle of wine when the kitchen light suddenly flickered on. They
quickly turned around, finding their mother standing in the doorway of the kitchen. The boys were too scared
to answer. Though her vision was a bit blurry, Della noticed a wine bottle lying down next to the sink. She
then realized what the boys were doing. Della grabbed a belt that hung from a hook next to the kitchen. The
boys ran toward the wall. Della approached the frightened children. The boys hugged one another and pressed
against the wall. Della opened the front door and tossed the bruised children out into the storm. She slammed
the door and locked it. The boys helped one another to their feet. An elderly couple, Pauline and Peter, was
sitting on their sofa watching TV when they heard their doorbell ring. Pauline stood up and went to answer the
door. She was shocked at what she saw; three little boys drenched and bruised. By that time, Peter had walked
in. He noticed his wife hugging the three young children. Where did they come from? The poor dears look
famished". He and Pauline led the children to the bathroom. After the boys were dried off, Peter and Pauline
dressed them in fresh, dry clothes. Afterward, the boys were given some hot food to eat. Huey was the first to
speak up. Pauline and Peter exchanged looks. Did they hear right? Were these poor children actually being
abused by their mother? After giving the boys some hot cocoa to drink, Peter and Pauline called the police and
told them that they had three young boys who were beaten and tossed into the storm by their mother.
Afterward, they talked to a representative from child services. Although it was late, the representative was
happy to come out and ask some questions. Elsewhere, Della was sitting on her sofa smoking another cigarette
when there was a pound on the door. Who could be knocking on the door this late and why were they
knocking so hard? Because she thought it was the boys begging to come back in, Della ignored the knocking.
But then the knock came again. Frustrated, Della slammed her cigarette into the ash tray and went to answer
the door. The Lieutenant held up a badge. Della jerked her arm away. Two of the policemen grabbed Della by
her arms. As she struggled to get free, a stun gun suddenly struck her in the back, causing her to tumble to the
floor. Breathing heavily, Della attempted to get up, but was struck with the stun gun again. While Della was
being handcuffed, the rest of the police scoped the house. They found heroin needles on the table, several wine
bottles on the counter some empty, some half empty , and cigarettes. While they took photos, Lieutenant
Hicks pulled Della to her feet and out to the patrol car. Lisa Jones finished talking with the boys, who had told
her everything that they told Peter and Pauline. Pauline kneeled down in front of the boys. The boys
exchanged looks. They turned back to Pauline and nodded. The next morning, the boys were sitting at the
table eating the breakfast Peter and Pauline had prepared for them when there was a knock at the door. Peter
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went to answer it, finding Donald on the other side. Donald stepped inside and Peter led him to the kitchen. He
looked down at his nephews. Donald felt a tug on his sleeve. The boys had finished eating. Told you it was
long. I tried not to make it that way though. Please read and review and please nothing negative. Next chapter
should be up soon. More flashbacks to come later in the story. Your review has been posted.
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Chapter 2 : An Unexpected Royal Chapter 2, a hobbit fanfic | FanFiction
Book 37, Chapter 2 - Unexpected Surprise Ninedust had failed to dissuade Ji Ning, but he decided to temporarily reside
within Vastheaven Palace. That way, he would be able to keep in constant contact with Ning and be able to report
details regarding his situation.

Unexpected Discovery 2 Tip: Double-click the screen to scroll automatically! Unexpected Discovery 2
Chapter Unexpected Discovery 2 Translator: EndlessFantasy Translation "That detailed? This thing is able to
measure totem light? The totem light is the main thing. Naturally, different people will have differing strength
and information, so the result will be different as well. These types of custom made heirlooms require an
activation phrase so that no one will take advantage of it, right? What a man without any sense of humor. The
sky was grey and cloudy, shrouding the sun completely. The whole sky was covered with clouds. The
mountain valley was filled with green fern plants. There were a variety of them, from small to big and short to
tall. They covered the whole mountain valley, just like a forest. White mist lingered between the ferns and
caged the whole valley, covering the whole scene in a layer of white. It was almost as if someone were
looking through a pair of fogged up glasses. The mountain valley was like a small basin, covered by elevated
green hills. The entrance to this basin was a small green fern forest. Two black silhouettes flew passed the fern
forest at great speed, and slowly landed at the entrance of the mountain valley as they formed into two black
shirted human figures. As the black smoke dispersed, Garen looked into the mountain valley from afar, and
through the white mist, he could see that the mountain valley was filled with levitating stones. These stones,
big and small, were levitating quietly in the middle of the air inside the mountain valley, as if they were
supported by something from below. The largest stone was at least ten meters wide and even had a little tree
and a small grass field on top of it. Both of them put on their magic mirror pauldrons on their left shoulder.
The faint green colored pauldron looked like a beautiful jade stone. Should we enter it directly? Silent, Garen
squatted down as he touched the dirt on the ground. Two crowds, in black and blue, were facing each other.
The people in black shirt were obviously from Black Sky. All of them were wearing black masks and were
different from the lot from before. Every one of them had black gas surrounding them, giving off a rather
strange presence. The one who stood at the front was their leader. He was in a black robes and white mask,
which had three red lines on the mouth and eyes. The design was very simple, where the red lines formed into
a smiley face on the mask as it gave off a strange and mysterious vibe. The people they were facing against
were a group of people in ice blue armor. There were a total of four of them, and were staring coldly at what
was in front of them. The one who stood at the front was a flat chested woman with a brown ponytail. She had
a brown whip in her hand, half of it had dug into the ground, as if it were a wiggling, living creature. There
was a golden staff in the middle of both parties. There were layers of small circles on the staff, which was
placed on a white stone. What was strange was that the staff was surrounded by a thin layer of ice. You have
become too greedy. What right do you have to say that it is yours? What matters is you people have
discovered this heirloom in our territory. The woman was annoyed. We are the ones who deciphered the
activation phrased first. Why do we have to pass it to you!? They hand spent countless days deciphering the
activation phrase of the golden staff, and the members of the Black Sky appeared and attempted to remove the
gemstone out of it. The members of the Black Sky claimed that this heirloom was left by their ancestors, and
they just happened to forgot the activation phrase. Hence they were currently in a stalemate. As one of the
captains of the powerful ice castle, the girl with the ponytail was filled with rage. They were stronger in terms
of power as they had two form three totem users and two form two elites, whereas the Black Sky only had one
form three and two form two totem users. However, the Black Sky had a stronger identity, which made them
unable to make any moves, and were oppressed by the opposing party instead. Shey knew that she was
stronger but was forced to restrict herself. These made the four people of the Ice Castle start to fill with anger.
Although it was just an imitation product of a heirloom, it was still important to the ice castle. Within this
chaotic era, every ounce of strength attainable was considered precious, including the heirloom. Give us the
activation phrase and you can leave. The ponytail woman gritted her teeth as she gave a deadly stare towards
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him. Suddenly, the white masked man looked at the other side of the mountain wall. They were in hunter attire
and looked very well trained. Suddenly the man beside him screamed as he shriveled at an incredible speed.
He looked like a deflating balloon, and soon dropped onto the ground with only his skin left. The remaining
two of them were stunned and immediately retreated as they scanned their surroundings in fear. The White
Ghost let out a shrill laughter. You guys are still alive because of the Black Tiger King, and you guys think
that you are some hot shot? Although he was just a form one totem user, it was terrifying to see him killed
abruptly. It seemed that the White Ghost was not an opponent that could be easily dealt with. At that moment,
two black, misty figures appeared behind the white masked man, and soon condensated into two tall humanoid
figures. The two figures were a male and a female, who had a black and green hair respectively. Both of them
looked young, and seemed to be in their early thirties. Both had on their shoulders black robes, with
golden-green armor on their feet. The black haired man nodded. These two groups were the major power
players in the nearby area. All of them naturally were no small characters since they were able to survive in
such an environment. The man started to become impatient and was about to open his mouth. Suddenly he felt
that the sky had become cloudy. Is it about to rain? Everyone in the area looked up and was stunned as they
saw a gigantic mouth in the sky. A black cloud was slowly approaching from the mountain valley. It was a
cloud filled with countless black crows! The black haired man recalled something and his face went pale. The
Eight Cloud Crow! The people of the Ice Castle were stunned as well, as they looked at the sky that was being
swallowed by the clouds of crows. These crows, which had some strange mist surrounding, them kept
producing a rather weird scream. The RAL has arrived! Whoever did would be considered going against them,
and going against them meant betrayal to the Alliance, and betrayal to the Alliance meant a rebellion, a
rebellion that needed to be eliminated!! With such a huge superpower arriving the scene, whoever provoked
them meant that they would drag the Black Tiger King into the issue with them.
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Chapter 3 : Fairytale Island (COMPLETE!!!) - Chapter 1: An Unexpected Death - Movellas
The mare raised and looked at her with a relieved face, when Celestia gave a better look at her, she noticed she was
kinda young, not older than 21, she had white fur and red mane, indeed a beautifull and inocent mare, then it came to
her, maybe she was the one, Celestia aproached to he and said.

As the Liset dipped back into the cold waters, Lilith became extremely alert and silent. I looked up the HUD
again, the system was unable to pinpoint the exact location of the Grineer Science Officer but could point me
in the general direction. It was a greatest mystery to me that how she managed to track movements of every
single Tenno. But then again, having a processor instead of the human brain might have something to do with
that. It was a Grineer foot soldier, designated as Butcher. Looks like he was saying all was clear in the area.
Must have been a Heavy Gunner. But Lilith had caught a sight of them now, she bent forward, ready and
waiting. As she lowered her head and arched her back into what seemed like a perfect stalking posture, she let
out a muffled bark. I knew that voice was just a feedback mechanism into my somatic link, to let me know
that the stalk percept cloaking has been engaged. The longest range possible would have been at least 40
meters reliably, with the Grakatas. Klovor hu reig sohmekling? They definitely heard Lilith. Well, in this case,
it would be alerting the area early than I planned for. My list of options just got severely limited. Maybe, just
maybe, these guys are isolated. I could take them out now and move on without rest of them noticing. Great, I
was relieved. I am better at this. Lilith closely followed me. She never engaged unless I engaged first. We
crossed ahead and slipped through the next door. Well, no time to think about that, I had already slipped past
the two more corridors in the general direction of my target. I sneaked ahead, still wary and ready to take
cover, eyes fixed at the target. But suddenly, the Grineer Lancer on my left, which was fooling around with his
gun moved slightly more to the left and exposing the most bizarre sight I have seen so far in my life. The
facility must have been some type of prototype to the large scale facilities we had seen on Uranus, built in the
same fashion and style. So many abandoned canisters of the weird viscous elixirs lay in the corners. There
were tubes, large enough to accommodate even the Eximus Ancients, but in one of those tubes, there was a
Warframe! My heart skipped a beat. My mind started working out possibilities at an accelerated rate. Should I
notify this to Lotus? Or should I try to do something about it? This was crazy as it is, it just had to be crazier
and crazier. Get ready for a fight. I totally forgot about Science Officer. I turned around, Hek in the hand, and
tried to locate him. He had already taken off, but not through the door. My Vauban instinctively bullet jumped
towards the target, but I missed and landed on the wall instead. I jammed the iron sight trigger. The iron sight
shifted just fine for me to take aim towards the fleeing Grineer figure and squeezed the trigger. Hek functioned
perfectly, and I had unloaded 4 shots perfectly into the exposed back of the target. He cried in pain, falling to
his knees and then tumbling over. Another faint cry of pain just rose and died out abruptly. I threw a quick
look towards the general direction. Lilith had attacked the other Lancer in the room and torn it in half, and was
excitedly running towards me now. Looking back at our target, seems like my shots had ripped his armor
plating to shreds. My mission was done. Your part is done here, Tenno. Wishing that she heard me. Well, the
least I can do is to check this out. While moving towards the tube I saw back there. What the heck was that?
Get a copy of write-up too, if you can. And yes, mark this location, down to the nanometer. I might need to
revisit this facility later. Ordis went silent after that. I had gotten near the tube in question by now. Sure
enough, my eyes did not deceive me earlier. That was a Warframe. It seemed like an Excalibur, but it sported
the Proto-Armor pattern, but with a different helmet design. It was way too similar to the Mortred variant. I
was almost too sure that Codex scans would not reveal a thing. Proven correct a moment later, as it failed to
recognize the warframe even as a valid object for a scan. She had shut off the com link already. Frustrated, but
I still was determined to learn what I could from this. Letting my Vauban capture a full view of the enclosed
warframe. Vauban barely needs a second to get a detailed holographic render, would suffice in most cases, but
I wanted more than that. I need two more secondsâ€¦ and done. Thank you for your patience, Operator. Lotus
and I would like you to extract as soon as possible.. Not by choice though. But the mission was far too
important to be sidetracked likes this. Probably Lotus knew all this. Good thing I did it stealthily, and with no
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witnesses thanks to Lilith. Now aboard the Orbitor, I leaned back and opened my eyes to the skylight.
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Chapter 4 : Horror Show - A Bendy and the Ink Machine Original Song | Doovi
Chapter 2 Unexpected Results Written By: Twilightsmlp DISCLAIMER: This is a non-profit fan based work of prose. My
Little Pony: Friendship is Magic is the property of Hasbro, and the reinvention of the one and only Lauren Faust.

When we arrive the Company is already waiting and impatient, while the four of us eat. On The Road To
Weathertop. As we ride Bofur asks me to sing some songs of my people, I ask Thorin which songs he
remembers from our childhood, he answers," All that is gold and I see fire, Mythralis, that is my answer. All
that is gold does not glitter, Not all those who wander are lost; The old that is strong does not wither, Deep
roots are not reached by the frost. From the ashes a fire shall be woken, A light from the shadows shall spring;
Renewed shall be the blade that was broken, The crown-less again shall be king. The Company applauds,
Thorin motions me to continue. Oh, misty eye of the mountain below! If this is to end in fire, Then we shall all
burn together! Watch the flames climb high Into the night. Calling out father, oh! And if we should die
tonight, Then we should all die together! Raise a glass of wine, for the last time! Watch the flames burn
auburn on the mountainside. Desolation comes upon the sky! Now I see fire, inside the mountain! I see fire,
burning the trees! And I see fire, hollowing souls! I see fire, blood in the breeze! Confined in mountain halls
we got too close to the flame! Hold fast and we will Watch the flames burn auburn on the mountainside. And
if the night is burning I will cover my eyes, For if the dark returns the my brothers will die! And as the sky is
falling down, It crashed into this lonely town! And with that shadow upon the ground, I hear my people
screaming out! And I see fire! Oh, you know I saw a city burning up! Feel the heat upon my skin! And I see
fire burn auburn on the mountainside! As the Company clapped, I remembered the past and how Thorin and I
met. Sorry for the cliffhanger peeps. Writers Block has me cuffed in a cage. Your review has been posted.
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Chapter 5 : Made to Stick (Chapter 2: Unexpected): Why Some Ideas Survive and Others Die by Chip Hea
An Unexpected Royal. Chapter 2. Bree (Mythralis P.O.V). seek for the Sword that was broken: in Imladris it dwells; there
shall be counsels taken. stronger than Morgul-spells.

See the end of the chapter for notes. Chapter Text Harry ran out after Mr. Something had gone wrong, terribly
wrong. Snape was upset, and Harry wanted to fix it. Snape was standing on the back steps, just standing there
and looking out at the tiny patch of dirt that could barely be called a back garden. They were thin and scraggly,
with tiny flowers that looked as though they were struggling to open, and Harry wondered whether Mr. Snape
would let him help with them. Snape was moving, fumbling a pack of cigarettes from his breast pocket and
lighting one, his hand shaking. He took a deep drag and held it in a moment before breathing the smoke out
over the tiny garden. Harry stood in the doorway, frozen. Snape jumped a little, glancing over at Harry in
surprise. He took another pull of his cigarette. Snape said at last, sounding a little lost. Harry crept forward to
stand beside him. Snape shook his head a little, concentrating on garden. After a moment, Mr. Snape sat down
next to him. Snape said, but he still sounded upset. Snape dropped the butt of his cigarette and ground it into
the dirt. No, I did lose my temper. I â€” corrected him physically, too physically. And he was being really
mean. Snape had done was made Dudley shut up and ordered him upstairs. Snape sighed again, shaking his
head sadly. Then he stood and turned back toward the door. Take the two of you to the playground, maybe.
Snape smiled, actually smiled for the first time since Harry had met him.
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Chapter 6 : Chapter 2 - Unexpected Results - Fimfiction
It is currently lunch, and I'm trying to look for a spot to eat. I feel like with each passing year, the cafeteria becomes more
and more crowded. I wonder where all these people are coming from, I don't even think I've seen most of these people
in my neighborhood before.

Without such documentation accurate coding cannot be achieved. The entire record should be reviewed to
determine the specific reason for the encounter and the conditions treated. Narrative changes within the
guidelines and this article appear in bold text. General Coding Guidelines I. As the list of diagnoses has
continued to grow from when BMI and Pressure Ulcer Stages guidance first appeared in the Guidelines , it
makes sense to change the section title. There are a few exceptions, such as codes for This section also
includes new guidance specific to social determinants of health SDOH. The subsections in 1. Other codes may
be applicable to the encounter based upon the documentation. Assign as many codes as necessary to fully
explain each healthcare encounter. Since patient history information may be very limited, use any available
documentation to assign the appropriate external cause of morbidity and Z codes. Chapter-Specific Coding
Guidelines I. Sepsis Due to a Postprocedural Infection Updated New guidance has been added to 5 b Sepsis
due to a postprocedural infection and 5 c Postprocedural infection and postprocedural septic shock. Assign an
additional code for sepsis following a procedure T Use an additional code to identify the infectious agent. If
the patient has severe sepsis, the appropriate code from subcategory R For infections following infusion,
transfusion, therapeutic injection, or immunization, a code from subcategory T Do not assign code R
Additional code s should be assigned for any acute organ dysfunction. Instead, assign a code s explaining the
reason for the encounter such as fever, rash, or joint pain or Z For FY , instead of coding Z Current
malignancy versus personal history of malignancy New to this section is the following guidance: Codes from
subcategory Z Mental, Behavioral and Neurodevelopmental disorders FF99 5. Hypertension with Heart
Disease Additional ICM codes classifying hypertension with heart conditions have been added. Do not assign
a code I Codes from category I22 should only be assigned if both the initial and subsequent myocardial
infarction are type 1 or unspecified. Drug use during pregnancy, childbirth and the puerperium In FY this
section addressed alcohol and tobacco use during pregnancy, childbirth and the puerperium. This can involve
illegal drugs, or inappropriate use or abuse of prescription drugs. Secondary code s from categories FF16 and
FF19 should also be assigned to identify manifestations of the drug use. Symptoms, signs and abnormal
clinical and laboratory findings, not elsewhere classified RR99 I. Injury, poisoning, and certain other
consequences of external causes ST88 I. Burns of the same anatomic site This section has been retitled from
Burns of the same local site to Burns of the same anatomic site for FY Further specificity has been added to
this section as follow: Classify burns of the same anatomic site and on the same side but of different degrees to
the subcategory identifying the highest degree records in the diagnosis e. Category T30, Burn and corrosion,
body region unspecified is extremely vague and should rarely be used. Adult and child abuse, neglect and
other maltreatment In addition to guidance about coding abuse, neglect, rape or sexual abuse the following
paragraph has been added: BMI codes should only be assigned when the associated diagnosis such as
overweight or obesity meets the definition of a reportable diagnosis. This article is meant as an overview,
reading the Guidelines is a must for Coding and Clinical Documentation Improvement Professionals as you
prepare for changes come October 1, Beth has over twenty-five years of experience in healthcare including
eleven years in Case Management at a large multi-facility health system. You may contact Beth at This email
address is being protected from spambots. You need JavaScript enabled to view it.. This material was
compiled to share information. Every reasonable effort has been taken to ensure the information is accurate
and useful.
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Important choices Chapter 1 - Sole Survivors Chapter 2 - Promises and Lies Chapter 3 - Family Values Chapter 4 - Dark
Victory Chapter 5 - Second Chances Chapter 6 - The Dawn Breaks You are not permitted to copy any image, text or info
from this page.

Welcome back to the Wilde! Last time we had some forgotten birthdays, had our first experience with the new
parenting system, and lost lots of points. Hopefully this chapter goes a little bit better then the last one! As
always we begin with a Wilde check! Seriously have no idea where that random outfit came fromâ€¦ Breanna
is grabbing a bite to eat Brenden is schmoozing for the camera. Then I remembered that I get more points for
the aspiration completion, so we switched to bar tending. Do you think that if she was murdered, it counts as
an accidental death? This is the worst. A shiny brand new save! And the kids are no longer stuck in limbo And
Wesley and Shiew made the move with us! Yes, there was a little cheating involved. Good girl Breanna is
working for that gold star and helping out around the house. This is a typical sight around our house. Does that
make me a bad person? And then thisâ€¦ Ohhhh Bentley. You are steadily loosing my favor. And we have an
heir poll coming up soon. Well if you look closely, you can see that the focusing light have made their return!
Started our first school project! And then Brooke happened. Her trait is active and her aspiration is
Rambunctious scamp. And she started childhood out right and did her homework. I love those focusing lights.
Arik and Cassandra are expecting! And so are Amberly and Jace! They make this thing called a shower. Join
us next time for probably more loss of points and hopefully please god an heir poll!
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Chapter 8 : Vol 3 Chapter 2 â€“ An Unexpected Prisoner | koreyorihachidori
Start studying Chapter 2. Learn vocabulary, terms, and more with flashcards, games, and other study tools.

I really want to continue sleeping. Mom already took my blanket from me. I quickly take a bath, have
breakfast and went to school. I saw my boyfriend, Nick Dale at his locker. You just really hate those kind of
things. At recess, I sit beside at the canteen with my best friend, Perrie. Nick and his best friend, Gary. I was in
a rush today. I said while fake-smiling. I was going to walk at the road, I see no car so, I walk at the road while
reading my book. Suddenly, I heard someone screaming. I ignored it, it was nothing. Suddenly, I saw a car
almost getting near me but Nick push me to the sidewalk and he got hit by the car. I took out my beats by Dr,
Dre and went to him. He was bleeding a lot. I cry a lot of tears. I hold his hand and kiss it. He closed his eyes.
Every boy that was standing in my surrounding help him. My family and me went to the hospital. We went to
his room. He was lying down on the bed. His forehead is full with bandages. His neck is broken. His left foot
is broken. You need to be grateful that you still have a 2nd chance to change your life. Dales said and motivate
too. I was staring at Nick non-stop. I followed mom and dad to the door. In the car, Mom: Why do you do this
to me?? I thought you and Nick are just fine!!! She read a book and wear her stupid beats by Dr. Dre while
crossing the road!!! All you care is your freaking money!!! How am I not mad if you change my good mood to
bad???!! No more screaming Christine King!!!! Can you both Cut it out!!!! Fine When we arrived at home, I
quickly went to my room. I crash to my bed. I took my pillow and cover it on my face. No one needs me.
Suddenly, someone opens the door. Just leave me alone, okay! Mom went out from my room. I get up from
my bed. I went to the bathroom to brush my teeth. After I brush my teeth, I saw the Fairytale Island book on
my study table. I went to my study table. I took the book and throw it to the floor. Suddenly the thick beautiful
book turn into brown and old. THE book also open by itself. I went to it. Suddenly a hand came out from the
book. It was choking me and pulling me to get into the book.
Chapter 9 : An Unexpected Assailant Chapter 2: Flashback, a ducktales fanfic | FanFiction
Start studying Security - Chapter 2. Learn vocabulary, terms, and more with flashcards, games, and other study tools.
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